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U.S. stocks closed 2019 with their best annual
performance in six years and international equities rallied
higher, as an improving global economic outlook, easing
trade tensions and a dovish fed indicated to investors that
the bull market still has room to run. While growth
trounced value for most of the year, interesting shifts
occurred in the fourth quarter. Small cap issues
outperformed their large cap brethren and investors
increased their appetite for risk, favoring emerging markets
over U.S. equities. For the quarter, the Ariel Micro-Cap
Value Composite returned +1.24% gross of fees (+0.93%
net of fees), significantly behind the Russell Microcap Value
Index and the Russell Microcap Index, which advanced
+10.47% and +13.45%, respectively.

to trading at a significant discount to its liquid assets. GLAE
then filed a pro forma balance sheet providing visibility into the
company’s robust liquidity position, upon which shares moved
sharply higher.
Additionally, water utility and land developer Pure Cycle
Corporation (PCYO) traded +22.47% higher in the period.
Share strength was supported by a combination of higher than
anticipated cash inflows from lot sales and water utility
connections, better than expected builder sales at its Sky Ranch
development, and the decision by the Sky Ranch Community
Authority Board to issue tax-exempt bonds. This offering
provided PCYO with $10.5 million in reimbursements for public
improvements it had previously made. Overall, the company’s
revenue and income in 2019 increased by nearly 350% and
1,000% respectively. With the stock trading at a 25% discount
to our estimate of private market value, we continue to see
room for growth heading into 2020.

Several stocks in the portfolio delivered strong returns in
the quarter. Kindred Biosciences, Inc. (KIN) is a commercial
stage biopharmaceutical company focused on saving and
improving the lives of pets. During the quarter, shares
traded up +23.80%. The company announced the
successful closure of a credit facility and is now fully
funded through 2021. In addition, KIN received EU
approval to market Mirataz, the company’s topically
administered weight gain medication for cats. Since Europe
is the second largest market for veterinary therapeutics
worldwide, we believe expanding sales of Mirataz to the
EU market offers significant value generation opportunities.
Furthermore, KIN has an extensive product pipeline with
peak revenue potential, which we expect investors will
begin to appreciate as such advancements come to
market.

Other holdings underperformed in the quarter. The digital
entertainment business RealNetworks, Inc. (RNWK) declined
-27.71% on weaker than expected financial results. Lower
software license revenue in the Consumer Media business and
a reduction in Mobile subscription service revenues more than
offset product sales for Games. Meanwhile, RNWK continues to
make progress commercializing key growth initiatives, which
include its world class facial recognition platform SAFR and
free-to-play mobile games. We believe these products along
with the B2B strategy at Napster present the company with
significant growth opportunities.
Rubicon Technology, Inc. (RBCN) fell -13.06%, despite positive
news in the quarter. The company continues to successfully
transition away from its legacy sapphire business and in late
December RBCN announced the sale of its Malaysia property,
bringing our pro forma net cash per share estimate to
$11.01. At its year-end quote of $8.32, RBCN was trading
24% below net cash value. In addition, the company has
significant net operating loss carryforwards which we expect
will become valuable as RBCN executes on its strategy to buy
operating assets and/or businesses which generate profitable

Another top contributor was GlassBridge Enterprises Inc.
(GLAE), a holding company whose subsidiaries focus
primarily on investments and asset management. Shares
jumped +556.25% in the quarter, following the
elimination of a legacy pension overhang as GLAE
announced a settlement with Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation, and the sale of a minority stake in operating
subsidiary Imation Enterprises, providing an influx of cash.
These actions took the company from negative book equity
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cash flow. In our opinion, this off-the-radar name is a
unique special situation trading well below liquidation
value with meaningful optionality based on its ability to
utilize the NOL’s.
Lastly, satellite communications operator, ORBCOMM, Inc.
(ORBC) fell -11.55% following a modest earnings miss.
Freight rates for industry wide trailer shipments were softer
than anticipated resulting in lower revenues for the
company’s U.S. transportation business. Nonetheless,
ORBC achieved record margins which drove higher than
anticipated adjusted EBITDA. The company also continues
to execute on its strategic priorities which include
improving operating efficiency, deploying new products
while increasing service and product margins, and the
introduction of a new subscription model. At the current
valuation, we believe the market is underappreciating
ORBC’s future free cash flow generation – enabled by high
barriers to entry, minimal capital needs, increasing scale
advantages and growing demand to track and control
fixed and mobile assets globally.
This quarter we initiated a position in ZAGG Inc. (ZAGG),
an innovative leader in mobile technology
accessories. Sluggish smartphone sales drove a decline in
ZAGG’s screen protection revenues, providing us an entry
point. We view several visible catalysts in the year ahead:
5G phones become widely available in late 2020; the
planned iPhone SE release in the spring, which is expected
to be priced aggressively; and the company engaging
bankers to conduct a strategic review in response to
interest from financial buyers.
Also in the quarter, we exited our position in Aspen
Aerogels (ASPN) as the stock more than tripled during the
year and reached our estimate of private market value. In
addition, we sold out of our small position in Digirad
(DRAD) to pursue more compelling opportunities.
With the S&P 500 Index trading at 19.4x forward earnings
there is not much room left for multiple expansion. Instead,
we expect slowing yet steady U.S. economic fundamentals
and mid-single digit corporate earnings growth will
continue to generate positive returns for quality companies
with strong balance sheets in this late-cycle environment.
Given our “slow and steady” approach, we remain
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confident in our portfolio positioning, especially since our
portfolios are trading at a discount relative to both the indices
and our own internal estimates of private market value. That
said, short-term corrections and market volatility are expected
in the near-term—be it from geopolitical factors, trade policy,
political events, profit taking, corporate earnings swings or
elevated corporate debt leverage. And while meaningful to
current market sentiment and conversation, we view these
uncertainties and risks as short-term noise within the context of
our long-term investment horizon.

Investing in micro-cap companies is more risky and volatile
than investing in large companies. The intrinsic value of the
stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be recognized
by the broader market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the period
ended 12/31/19 the performance (net of fees) for the Ariel
Micro-Cap Value Composite for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods
was +16.40%, -1.04%, and -5.38%, respectively. For the
period ended 12/31/19 the performance of the Russell MicroCap Value Index and the Russell Micro-Cap Index for the 1-, 3-,
and 5-year periods was +21.28%, +5.86%, and +7.70%,
and +22.43%, +6.39%, and +6.57%, respectively.
Performance of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite has been
reduced by the amount of the highest fee charged to any client
in the Composite during the performance period. Actual fees
may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee
schedule and portfolio size. Fee information is available upon
request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form
ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data
quoted. The Micro-Cap Value Composite differs from its primary
benchmark in that it has fewer holdings concentrated in fewer
sectors.
GLAE is more volatile in price, has wider spreads between bid
and ask prices, and has significantly lower trading volumes
than the securities of larger capitalization companies. As a
result, the purchase or sale of more than a limited number of
shares of GLAE may affect its market price. Ariel may need a
considerable amount of time to purchase or sell its positions in
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GLAE. GLAE may not be followed by any securities
analysts, and there tends to be less publicly available
information about GLAE. Ariel is one of few traders in
GLAE and thus, played a role in establishing the value of
the stock, which has resulted in the extraordinary return
reported in this commentary. Such extraordinary
performance shown for the short-term period may not be
sustainable and is not representative of the performance
over longer periods. Generally, securities of micro-cap
companies have even more limited trading volumes and
are subject to even more abrupt or erratic market price
movements than are small-cap and mid-cap securities, and
Ariel may be able to deal with only a few market makers
when purchasing and selling micro-cap securities. Such
companies also may have limited markets, financial
resources or product lines, may lack management depth,
and may be more vulnerable to adverse business or market
developments.
Net returns of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite
beginning May 2009 reflect the deduction of the advisory
fee. Net returns of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite
prior to May 2009 are net of a 20% incentive fee, other
expenses, management fees, and profit allocations. The
performance results prior to April 30, 2009 were achieved
while David Maley managed the strategy at his prior firm
using a substantially similar investment style. Mr. Maley
began managing this strategy at Ariel on April 30, 2009.
The performance results achieved at Mr. Maley’s prior firm
are linked to the performance results of the Ariel Micro-Cap
Value Composite. The strategy will on occasion hold cash
when values are difficult to identify. Also, the strategy at
times includes temporary investments in Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) while seeking other investment opportunities.
During June 2004 through January 2008, the investment
strategy included periodically holding short positions in
certain ETFs. This practice may have had a material effect
on returns.
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investment decision and should not be considered a
recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/19, Kindred Biosciences, Inc. constituted 7.56% of
the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite (representative portfolio);
GlassBridge Enterprises Inc. 4.93%; Pure Cycle Corporation
3.71%; RealNetworks, Inc. 3.72%; Rubicon Technology, Inc.
4.89%; ORBCOMM, Inc. 5.16%; and ZAGG Inc. 1.64%.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of
any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance
of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel MicroCap Value
Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other
earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot invest
directly in an index. The Russell Microcap® Value Index
measures the performance of the microcap value segment
(companies that are considered more value oriented, relative to
the overall market) of the U.S. equity market. The Russell
Microcap® Index measures the performance of the microcap
segment (1,000 of the smallest securities in the small-cap
Russell 2000® Index) of the U.S. equity market. Frank Russell
Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks,
service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither
Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or
omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no
party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying data
contained in this communication. No further distribution of
Russell data is permitted without Russell’s express written
consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the
content of this communication.

This commentary candidly discusses a number of individual
companies. These opinions are current as of the date of
this commentary but are subject to change. The
information provided in this commentary does not provide
information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an
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